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It is a grave injustice towards our voters put forward by elected officials who have utilized their power and position to direct either influence

or contributions in inappropriate ways. I have held fast towards tenets of transparency and honesty and have drown on my background

as a social worker to help further these tenets in my current position. As a mother of a teenager in a New York City Public School

I subscribe once again to transparency and accountability. Education is a key ingredient in allowing for dynamic change,



to simply have poor education or educators is not acceptable. The ability inculcate youth with values and lessons on how to preserve the

environment are matters that must properly scrutinized. The proper educator and school system not only alter a child's life but may have an

impact on a much grander scale.



 

 

My promises have always been and will always be to preserve and restore our environment. I have helped create and currently

chair the sSubcommittee on Emergncy Preparedness and Disaster Response. The critcial nature of our environment must be a central

platform. The most recent tornadoes in upstate New York to the continuing ramifications of Super Storm Sandy illustrate everyone's need

to be properly informed on how to respond and react, my subcommitte has already worked hand in hand with other agencies to afford

our resident vital informations and kits.

My other promises can't be limited to number but general thoughts and actions. I have assured our areras that we will improve our schools.

To date I have assisted in helping fund essential programs to our libraries and our schools insuring the next generation have proper

resources for education.



It is my goal to further highlight the importance of transparency in government and the ability to have greater accountability for our

elected officals. We have witnessed so many injustices that it can stand any longer. As our founding fathers intended our role as

elected officials requires the adherence to democratic principles and we must answer to one authority namely our constituents

whom we serve.




